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Introduction 
The media consumption habits of young adults are, if nothing else, marked by 
trends. This is especially true when it comes to young adult fiction: when a novel or 
series gains enough popularity, it often inspires a publishing wave of similar stories. The 
most well-known example would likely be Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight series and the 
paranormal romance trend that followed in its wake. In this paper, I will be examining the 
more recent trend involving young adult dystopian fiction, which is considered to be one 
of the most popular genres in the young adult market at the moment according to many 
professionals who work with adolescents, including Sarah Flowers, former president of 
the Young Adult Library Services Association (Flowers). 
Dystopian fiction is a subset of speculative fiction, which is itself a subgenre of 
science fiction. As one might infer from the name, the term ‘dystopia’ is closely related 
to ‘utopia’, but while utopia refers to an idealized dream world, dystopia is at the 
opposite end of the spectrum. Essentially, a dystopia is a nightmare disguised as a place 
or civilization. While some dystopias may be portrayed as calm and utopian societies by 
their leaders, that image is undercut by the sense of repression and menace that permeates 
the environment. Dystopian societies are typically marked by corrupt authorities, tightly 
controlled sources of information, and civilians who suffer in silence. These populations 
are usually cut off from the rest of the world (assuming there is a rest of the world in that 
particular story), largely to make it easier for the government to control what information 
their people can access – which in turn makes it easier for the people to be controlled by 
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their leaders. Dystopian fiction sometimes overlaps with another subset of speculative 
fiction, apocalypse fiction. Apocalypse fiction is more easily defined – these works deal 
with characters trying to survive after a cataclysmic event that destroys not only most life 
on the planet but also their old societies and way of life. These events vary from 
environmental disasters to zombies. Works influenced by both of these genres feature 
dystopias formed by apocalypse survivors that occupy an environment forever changed 
by catastrophe. 
Over the last few decades, tales of dystopian societies have been included in 
school curriculums, bestsellers lists, and recommended reading suggestions. In recent 
years, this fascination with corrupt systems and catastrophes has spilled over into the 
young adult market, gaining an enthusiastic teen audience in the process. What this might 
suggest is that there is something about the lives of today’s young adults that makes them 
receptive to dystopian texts. 
That something may be the world in which these young readers are raised. The 
last decade has been marked by a great amount of warfare, natural disasters, economic 
troubles, and an overall environment of fear defined by the government (for example, the 
practice of coding threat levels with colors). It is not outrageous, then, to assume that 
children raised in a post-9/11 world would interpret dystopian/apocalyptic texts as works 
with plausible or even actual realism. However, the apocalypses and dystopias created for 
adolescents often contain a vein of hope not always found in similar works written for 
adults. The appeal of these subgenres, then, may lie with their balance of realism and 
optimism. My thesis is that adolescent readers may be attracted to the genre because its 
mixture of bleak atmospheres, stark realism, and eventual optimism can not only help 
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them better understand and cope with anxieties induced by living in a post-9/11 world, 
but also help them contemplate complex issues and aid in their development as 
adolescents. The main purposes of my analysis are to determine if there is a connection 
between the readers’ environment and the popularity of the literature and to discover if 
reading texts from this genre can be beneficial to its young readers’ development. 
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Methodology 
My research is solely qualitative and focused on content analysis. However, since 
the content analyzed is a collection of novels rather than surveys or interviews, I designed 
a framework for evaluating the themes present in these texts. The questions were grouped 
under four different subjects: politics, society, religion, and catastrophes. Essentially, all 
themes in dystopian and apocalyptic literature can be filed under at least one of these 
subjects. In each section, there was a section for adding notes about possible connections 
to actual events. 
The works chosen for this paper are The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins, The 
Knife of Never Letting Go by Patrick Ness, Matched by Ally Condie, Across the Universe 
by Beth Revis, and Bumped by Megan McCafferty. The selection process for the novels 
under analysis was based mainly upon choosing works that contain certain criteria found 
in these genres. The thematic criteria, for example, include all four of the subjects 
mentioned in the previous paragraph and the many tropes associated with those topics: 
corrupt governments, major environmental disasters, revolution, etc. Then are deciding 
factors based on aspects such as characterization, mood, and story structure. The last 
factor is especially important when it comes to dystopian fiction because most, if not all, 
works of that genre depend on a basic framework: protagonist lives in a dangerous world, 
faces conflict with antagonist in the form of an authority figure, protagonist rebels and 
either triumphs or succumbs to antagonist. That plot is typical of the dystopian genre in 
particular, but there are two things that distinguish young adult 
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dystopias from their adult counterparts. First, the protagonist must be a teenager. 
Secondly, the ending must have some hope in the end, unlike some adult dystopias which 
end on a bleak note (Rhor). There is also noticeably more romance in young adult 
dystopias than adult ones, which could speak to developing adolescent interest in love 
and sex. 
I also wanted to use my chosen novels to display the wide range of variations that 
can be found within the genre. For example, The Hunger Games and Matched could be 
defined as “traditional” dystopias, which tend to focus more on tyrannical governments 
masquerading as utopias. The Knife of Never Letting Go, on the other hand, shows 
elements of the adventure and thriller genres in its fast pacing and aura of tension, while 
Across the Universe has a ‘whodunnit’-style murder mystery set in space. Bumped is the 
one story that deviates the most from the traditional dystopia setup described in the 
previous paragraph – although the society featured in that book is warped enough to 
qualify as a dystopia, the tone of the story is also much lighter and more satirical than the 
first four books mentioned. Another significant distinction that sets Bumped apart is that 
the battles the protagonists face are far more personal than political, whereas typical 
dystopian protagonists find politics more deeply entwined with their personal lives. 
Compared to the data analysis portion of this project, the data collection process 
was straight-forward, but still involved much thought when it came to excerpt selection. 
The collection process mainly involved reading the selected novels and choosing quotes 
and examples for the analysis. The excerpts were chosen if they were relevant in terms of 
theme, plot, and characterization (including examples of adolescent developmental 
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milestones). The theme evaluation framework mentioned earlier was devised to serve as a 
checklist of sorts for tracking exactly which themes and tropes appeared in a text. 
Data analysis obviously began with reading the selected novels. While reading, I 
noted anything of interest to the discussion and set it aside for later examination. Then I 
analyzed the texts to determine how exactly they follow – or perhaps subvert – 
established traits of the dystopian and apocalypse genres. How does the protagonist relate 
to authority figures? Is there a sense of impending revolution in the novel’s world? If an 
apocalyptic event has changed the way humans live in that story, what caused the event 
and did it happen in contemporary times? As one part of this thesis pertains to real world 
influences on young adult fiction, I also attempted to determine if there are any clear 
parallels between events in the fictional world and the real one. 
Another significant part of the analysis involved research into adolescent 
psychology, development, and how that connects to teenagers’ reading choices. One 
important question that I kept in mind was: “How can this story/element of a story help a 
young reader cope with stress or other difficulties in his or her life?” A key part of this 
process involved tracking adolescent developmental milestones in the novels’ 
protagonists – the focus on protagonists is important because those characters are the 
ones written to be most relatable to teen readers. However, any supporting teen characters 
or antagonists showing developmental or psychological signs relevant to the discussion 
were also noted. 
Throughout the whole process of researching this paper, I kept the following 
research questions in mind: 
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1a. Why has dystopian fiction become so appealing to this generation of 
young readers? 
1b. Are there any events or factors from reality that influence dystopia? 
2a. Can the literature hold positive benefits for its adolescent audience? 
2b. Which specific developmental milestones of adolescence and identity 
formation can be found in dystopian literature? 
3. How does this era of dystopian literature compare to previous 
iterations? How is it affected by its young target audience? 
 
Limitations 
Due to the type of paper I chose to write and the decisions I made for my research 
process, there are some limitations present here: 
1. This is primarily a review and analysis of literature, not a study. 
2. Outside of secondary sources, there is no hard data collected and examined. 
3. Outside of secondary sources, there are no interviews with the books’ target 
demographic, young adults. 
4. For most of the series mentioned, I have only read the first book. The exception 
would be The Hunger Games. 
5. Due to the fact that young adult literature on the whole tends to feature more girls 
than boys, there are more stories featuring female protagonists than male, possibly 
leading to some conflict with gender representation. 
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Results 
After reading and analyzing these novels, it became clear that the best way to 
present my findings would be a two-part examination. First, I will be summarizing the 
texts and discussing the authors’ sources of inspiration, including real world events, for 
their plots and themes. The second part will focus on how adolescent development is 
portrayed in the journeys of these protagonists. My conclusion will bring development, 
inspiration, and young adult literature together and examine how the three are 
intertwined. 
 
The Non-Fiction in Dystopian Fiction 
In this section, I will discuss the novels themselves, the plots and themes present 
in the stories, and their connections to real events. Out of the five novels chosen, three 
authors have explicitly stated that their inspiration came from either real events or 
speculation of the future based on present times - and the readers have noticed. 
In May 2012, Monica Rhor wrote a brief article for the Houston Chronicle about 
the popularity surrounding young adult dystopian fiction wherein she featured quotes 
from teen readers and school librarians about the genre's appeal. While many of the 
quotes focused more on how dystopias reflect personal development (which will be 
discussed in further detail later), two statements from Rhor's piece are prominently 
related to this section's purpose. The first is from high school librarian Susan Schilling: 
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"The time was ripe for this to take off. In dystopian books, all the oil is gone, 
people have screwed up the world, and the kids have to work with what's left [...] these 
readers are young enough to be wondering about what the world is going to be like in 20 
to 25 years" (Rhor). The second is from a seventeen year old student comparing 
dystopian fiction to "cautionary tales": "They talk about the bad choices the world makes 
and show what might happen if we don't change" (Rhor). Both quotes serve as a reminder 
that dystopias fall under the speculative fiction genre for a reason: these stories are 
usually written as a form of contemplation on the future, rather than fantasies composed 
entirely in the author’s imagination. 
 
The Hunger Games 
“And may the odds be ever in your favor!” – Effie Trinket (Collins, The Hunger Games)  
The Hunger Games is the name of a trilogy written by Suzanne Collins, as well as 
the title of the first installment. It follows the story of Katniss Everdeen, a sixteen year 
old girl living in District 12, a division of the country of Panem (once known as North 
America). Panem holds an annual event known as the Hunger Games, in which two 
adolescent tributes (one female, one male) are chosen by lottery from each of the nation’s 
twelve Districts and made to compete in a battle to the death – both to serve as 
entertainment for the Capital, a city in the center of Panem that is the sanctuary for 
President Snow and the rest of the country’s privileged elite, and to act as a continual 
reminder of how the Capital crushed the Districts’ attempts at revolution. 
When Katniss’ twelve year old sister Prim is chosen as a tribute, she volunteers to 
go in her place. Katniss then becomes one of District 12’s tributes, along with Peeta 
Mellark, a boy who had saved her life several years prior. When they arrive in the 
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Capital, they find themselves at the center of a media storm and under the scrutiny of the 
Capital. The Games themselves are brutally violent and dangerous, but after Katniss 
engineers a defiant double victory for Peeta and herself, she realizes that leaving the 
arena only marks the beginning of her troubles. The first book ends with her starting a 
new life as a victor, in which she must keep up a pretense in order to fend off President 
Snow’s wrath. 
The dystopian nature of this series is clear: the government of Panem is strict and 
controlling all while pretending that their land is a utopia. The leader, President Snow, is 
portrayed throughout the series as a cruel man lacking morals, willing to commit any 
atrocity in order to keep his regime in power. While the citizens of the Capital live in 
luxury, all twelve Districts suffer from lack of resources, especially food. District 12, 
formerly Appalachia, is especially marked by poverty, starvation, and dependence on 
coal mining for survival – essentially, District 12 is contemporary Appalachia, long 
known for its systematic poverty and exploitation by the coal industry, taken to an 
extreme. The Capital owns every citizen and does with them as they wish; any defiance is 
punishable by death, but it may be not the citizen’s death, but rather those of their loved 
ones. 
The rest of the series continues to follow Katniss as she is turned into the 
Mockingjay, a figurehead for a revolution against the Capital. Two major themes of THG 
series are the reality of life during war and how violence in media desensitizes viewers to 
its horrors. Collins has cited these two themes as her inspiration for the series: one night 
of watching both reality television and Iraq war footage as an adult was what put the idea 
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in her head, but the series is also informed by Collins’ childhood experiences as the 
daughter of a soldier fighting in the Vietnam War. 
My mother tried really hard to protect us but occasionally after afternoon 
cartoons . . . the nightly news would come on and I'd see footage from the 
war zone and I would hear the word Vietnam and I would know my dad 
was over there and it was a very frightening experience for me. (Collins, 
Interview) 
 
In their article about violence in young adult literature, Judith Franzak and 
Elizabeth Noll discuss the proliferation of war footage and other violent images in 
contemporary society. Franzak and Noll assert that the various forms of violence 
commonly seen in media have come together to form a backdrop now accepted “as part 
of early 21
st
 century reality,” one that has numbed us to the actual horror of violence. 
(662) This is certainly true for the world of Panem, where the deaths of children as young 
as twelve are treated like scores in a sporting event. While those who live in the Districts 
are painfully aware of the losses they suffer, the citizens of the Capital are so far removed 
from the reality of the Games that they cannot even acknowledge the true costs of 
Panem’s violence against its citizens. 
The violence present in THG also serves as a plot device commonly found in 
young adult dystopias: the initiation rite. The Games do not fall easily into one of the 
three types of initiations Sabine Burkhardt describes in her article “Initiation Rites as 
Legitimized Forms of Violence”, but they can be seen as a more selective version of a 
collective ritual (where children enter adulthood AKA “puberty rites”) (165). In a cruel 
sense, the Games do help the victors transition to adulthood by eliminating their 
innocence – and if the Games themselves do not do that, then President Snow will. 
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The Knife of Never Letting Go 
“If one of us falls, we all fall.” (Ness, The Knife of Never Letting Go) 
Todd Hewitt is the last boy in Prentisstown, the only human settlement on the 
New World. In one month, he will turn thirteen and finally become a man. Prentisstown 
is filled with nothing but men – the same alien virus that projects the thoughts (referred to 
as “Noise”) of every man in the town killed all of Prentisstown’s women when Todd was 
an infant – at least, that is the official story. But when Todd comes across Viola – a living 
girl his age, whose Noise he can’t hear – in a nearby swamp, the story is swiftly 
disproven. Viola’s existence causes fury in Prentisstown and as a result, Todd and Viola 
flee the area, accompanied by his talking dog Manchee and pursued by an army of 
Prentisstown men. 
Todd’s beliefs are further challenged when they come across more human 
settlements, filled with men with loud thoughts and women with silent ones. As he, 
Manchee, and Viola head towards Haven, a city reputed to be a virtual utopia, Todd 
slowly uncovers the true story of Prentisstown: once called New Elizabeth after its 
female mayor, the settlement was a balanced community of men and women until the 
men, driven paranoid by the virus, led a revolt and murdered every woman in New 
Elizabeth, including Todd’s mother. The story ends with Todd and Viola arriving in 
Haven, expecting sanctuary, only to find that their enemy has beaten them there and now 
they must find a way to escape. 
The Knife of Never Letting Go is the first book in Patrick Ness’ Chaos Walking 
trilogy. Unlike the other books chosen for this project, this series features a dystopia 
within a larger world that is, for lack of a better phrase, in between utopia and dystopia. 
The other settlements of New World vary in governance and environment – some of them 
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are fairly egalitarian, some are more patriarchal, and some are far more bizarre. However, 
the brutality of Prentisstown has gained it both isolation and a nasty reputation – when 
other settlers figure out Todd is from Prentisstown, they either give him a wide berth or 
attack him. Dystopian fiction does not often depict how other communities react to 
dystopian societies, so that is just one aspect of TKoNLG that sets it apart from others in 
this genre. 
Much like THG, violence is also a prominent issue. In an interview with The 
Independent, Ness states that since he feels violence is usually handled too lightly in 
literature, he wanted to write a story that would make his readers “consider what it means 
to kill.” (Ness, “Whole Truth for Teenagers”) The violence portrayed in Chaos Walking 
is definitely not handled lightly: Todd is attacked multiple times and the readers know the 
extent of his pain thanks to his first-person narrative, Manchee is murdered by Aaron (the 
minister of Prentisstown), and Viola is shot and injured right before the final scene. 
Another issue addressed in the series is that of maintaining privacy in an age 
dominated by social media. Ness states: 
We have lost the idea that something can be secret because it is valuable, 
not because it's shameful. If you share everything with everybody, what 
have you got for yourself? I tweet and I blog but I save a lot for myself. 
Not because I am ashamed. (Ness, “Whole Truth for Teenagers”) 
 
That quote explains a significant part of the discord that caused the Prentisstown 
men to murder the women. Considering how social media could compel users to 
overshare information, could things progress to the point where users share every thought 
without restraint – and without an ability to stop? If that became the norm, it is likely that 
resentment would increase towards those who keep their thoughts to themselves. Now, I 
also interpreted the Prentisstown revolt as the result of extreme misogyny (and it is not 
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the only example to be found in that text), but the theme of privacy does repeat 
throughout the text, especially as an obstacle in Todd’s interpersonal relationships. 
 
Matched 
“Do not go gentle into that good night…” – Dylan Thomas (Condie, Matched) 
On the night of her seventeenth birthday, Cassia Reyes is attending her Match 
Banquet, an event where she and other eligible seventeen year olds will discover their 
Match or future spouse. Their Matches are chosen for them by the Society, the 
organization that runs the government and makes all the major choices for their citizens – 
who they marry, where they live, where they work, even when they die. At the Banquet, 
Cassia is matched with her friend Xander, but when she reviews a microcard containing 
his information, she sees another face instead – Ky, another boy in her neighborhood who 
is classified as an Aberration, a lower-class citizen ineligible for Matching. 
From there, a series of events occurs that leads to Cassia changing her beliefs 
about her world, most significantly her dying grandfather’s gift of a forbidden Dylan 
Thomas poem and a romance between Ky and herself. As she learns more about the 
Society’s dark side, she also develops as a person. When one of Cassia’s decisions results 
in Ky being sent to fight as a soldier for the Society, Cassia makes the decision to defy 
the government and find him, which is where Matched ends. 
Following the strong trend of trilogies in young adult fiction, Matched is the first 
in a series of three written by Ally Condie. The world ruled by the Society is, much like 
Panem, designed like a utopia, but that appearance is ultimately a sham. The Society 
holds complete control over its people and uses science and statistics to justify it. The 
Matching is essentially eugenics at work; the Officials at the Society create the best 
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genetic matches in order to weed out hereditary illnesses and disabilities. They also set 
limits on childbearing years – the time begins when the Matched couple marries at 
twenty-one and ends when they turn thirty-one. This system, as well as the entire trilogy, 
was mainly the result of a conversation Condie had with her husband regarding the idea 
of the government-designed algorithm for creating arranged marriages. (Condie, “FAQ”) 
The Society also tightly controls the culture. All that remains culturally from pre-
Society times are a hundred of each art form, including the Hundred Songs, the Hundred 
Paintings, and most relevant to the plot, the Hundred Poems. Everything other than those 
Hundreds were eliminated permanently (to the Society’s belief) in order to prevent clutter 
and confusion: in the Society’s words, “How can we appreciate anything fully when 
overwhelmed with too much?” (29) The poem Cassia’s grandfather gives her is not one of 
the Hundred and therefore it is dangerous for Cassia to carry it, but the poem becomes a 
motivator for her during her journey, especially when Ky teaches her to write. 
The inability to write is a common trait among the Society’s citizens thanks to the 
advancement of technology. Everyone can read, but the closest they can come to writing 
is copy-pasting phrases in a word document program. The inspiration behind this was 
also reality-based, formed from both Condie’s contemplation on cursive handwriting 
becoming more non-essential in the digital age and an NBC article on the same subject. 
The article itself seems less sure that the lower use of cursive is an indicator of the 
handwriting end-times rather than another rehash of the ‘tradition vs. new technology’ 
debate. (“NBCNews.com”) However, it could also be argued that Condie’s speculation is 
more realistic, because a noticeable pattern has developed around technological advances, 
and it usually involves us having to give up an old skill in exchange for a new one – for 
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example, when people actually began writing as a way to preserve information, 
dependence on that skill gradually impaired their ability to memorize long stories and 
poems. 
 
Across the Universe 
“What are the three main causes of discord?” – Eldest (Revis, Across the Universe) 
Amy’s story begins as she and her parents are cryogenically frozen for their 
journey to a new planet. Elder’s story begins hundreds of years later, as he discovers false 
stars in his home ship, Godspeed. Their stories overlap when Elder discovers Amy 
among the dozens of frozen people in the lower quarters of his ship, but their relationship 
does not begin until someone attempts to murder Amy by unplugging her fifty years 
ahead of schedule, leaving her on a strange ship with only a handful of allies to help her 
and more who wish her harm. 
Across the Universe alternates each chapter between Elder and Amy’s 
perspectives. Both share the commonality of being sixteen year old teenagers, but the 
similarities seem to end there. Amy is an Earth girl confused by the wildly different 
culture that now surrounds her and distressed by the absence of her parents, while Elder 
is a ship-born boy chosen to be the ship’s future leader, attending to ship matters while 
distracted by his infatuation with Amy. But as they begin a connection, Amy’s survival 
creates tension on the ship, among the Feeders (the people on the ship) and the leader, 
Eldest, who would rather eject her into space than help her. Soon, more frozen travelers 
are unplugged and even killed, and as the mystery unravels and secrets come to light, 
both Elder and Amy have to reevaluate their place in the universe. Eventually the 
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murderer is discovered, but Eldest dies in the process, leaving Elder in charge of the ship 
and Amy to accept her new life on Godspeed. 
Following the trilogy pattern established by the first three novels, AtU is the first 
of a series by the same name written by Beth Revis. The dystopian society of Godspeed 
is the result of a ship failure that incited a riot among the passengers. When the battle was 
over, the population was so severely diminished that when the first Elder came to power, 
he and his conspirators were easily able to convince the people to accept a rewritten 
version of the ship’s history to pass on to their children, in which the riot became a 
plague and the mechanical failure that began the riot never happened. Several generations 
later, Eldest keeps the populace under control by drugging them into complacency via the 
water supply and genetically designing them for occupations in the womb, with the 
exception of some who are allowed to retain their minds (although ironically, most of 
them are patients in the hospital’s mental ward). Eldest is responsible for Elder’s 
education in proper leadership and a recurring question asked of Elder is “What are the 
three main causes of discord?” 
The answer to that question is differences, lack of leadership, and individual 
thought. The first part is relevant to the culture of Godspeed, where the commonality of 
interracial families among previous passengers has led to the “monoethnic” or 
“multiethnic” (depending on whether you are Elder or Amy) people on board the ship – 
which only makes Amy, who is distinctly white, stand out more. But the last one 
regarding individual thought is also important, because it relates to one of Revis’ themes, 
free will. (Revis, “Interview: Beth Revis”) In the final scenes of AtU, Elder and Amy 
have stopped the drugging of the ship’s people and told them the truth behind the ship 
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and its journey, leaving them to process the information for themselves and make their 
own decisions. Elder’s thoughts, however, betray his insecurity about his ability to lead 
without the drugs and the readers are left with uncertainty about whether or not Elder will 
keep his word regarding the people’s freedom. 
 
Bumped 
“Do the deed. Born to breed.” (McCafferty, Bumped) 
The world of Bumped began with the Human Progressive Sterility Virus, a virus 
that renders everyone over the age of eighteen infertile. In order to keep the population 
growing, teen pregnancy, once laden with social stigma, has become a necessity to 
humanity’s survival. Teens can now become professional surrogates and sperm donors in 
exchange for college scholarships, cars, etc. Popularity is now determined by the number 
of a girl’s pregnancies, media and advertising now cater to girls wishing to become 
pregnant, and even the language now has a more fertile tone. 
Like the previous novel, Bumped alternates between two characters: Melody, a 
sixteen year old girl with a valuable surrogate contract, and her twin sister Harmony, who 
was raised in a fundamentalist Christian community. Both girls outwardly claim 
contentment with their place in life, but Melody is unsure whether she wants to be a 
surrogate and Harmony finds her life too restrictive. They were separated at birth and 
adopted by different families, but have recently reunited. However, their reunion was 
driven by Harmony’s need to escape her new marriage and Melody has no desire to know 
her sister. Their fragile relationship becomes even more fraught after a case of mistaken 
identity ends with Harmony consummating the surrogacy deal in Melody’s place. They 
reconcile, but as the story ends with Harmony pregnant and Melody unable to fulfill the 
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contract on her own, it becomes clear that the sisters will have to work together to 
untangle the mess that has been made. 
Bumped is an example of dystopia’s lighter and more satirical side. Unlike the 
other texts, this is the first in a duology by Megan McCafferty. What is also different 
from the previous novels is the structure of the world and society itself. The story is set in 
the United States (and still referred to as the United States) and the government itself is 
still a democracy. While the nation’s leaders are definitely encouraging reproduction 
among the young – contraception is illegal and the book opens with an excerpt from a 
State of the Union address exhorting American girls to make the country first in teen 
pregnancy rates – the real dystopian elements are present in the culture’s attitudes and the 
way the media and big business have capitalized on the matter. There is a very 
competitive market among the professionals in the business for producing the best sperm, 
the healthiest and most attractive babies, quantity of pregnancies, etc. Eugenics is 
definitely in play – the more desirable the genetics of a person, the higher price their 
babies will get: Melody is highly desirable as a surrogate due to her race (white), looks, 
and health, but her friend Zen is considered a less attractive sperm donor due to his short 
height and multiracial background. 
Anyone familiar with American reality television programming from the last 
several years can probably determine McCafferty’s inspiration for Bumped. The 
obsession that contemporary American media has with teen pregnancy comes largely 
from a place of “look at how these girls are ruining their lives”, but McCafferty took that 
in a different direction: 
I was inspired by the media’s polarized and often politicized responses to 
teen pregnancy. And by that I mean everything from the Gloucester High 
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School “pregnancy pact,” to Juno, to tabloid cover stories about Bristol 
Palin and Jamie-Lyn Spears, to the popularity of MTV’s 16 & Pregnant 
and Teen Mom. With all the media hand-wringing over the sex lives of 
teen girls, I couldn’t help but ask myself: What if society encouraged girls 
to have sex and get pregnant? What would those circumstances be? 
(McCafferty, “Author Interview: Megan McCafferty”) 
 
The resulting story tells of a world both similar and different to ours: while the 
stigma has been lifted from pregnancy and casual sex, young women’s bodies are still 
monitored and exploited by the society of Bumped in a comparable fashion to how our 
culture judges and condemns young women’s reproductive choices. Ironically, recent 
statistics show that American teen pregnancy rates have actually decreased over the last 
few years: in 2010 (around the time Bumped was written and published), teen pregnancy 
rates reached “a historic low” of about 34 births for every 1000 women aged 15-19. 
(Hamilton and Ventura 1) However, this issue is still relevant to young women in the 
United States, as even with the decreased numbers the U.S. still has one of the highest 
teen birth rates in the industrialized world. (1) 
 
Adolescent Development 
For this portion of my content analysis, I examined these five novels to see how 
they reflect key aspects of adolescent development, particularly those defined by the 
Search Institute. The Search Institute is an organization dedicated to studying 
developmental psychology in children and adolescents and providing resources and 
knowledge to help them advance in life. (“Mission, Vision, and Values”) For the 
purposes of this paper, I used their “40 Developmental Assets of Adolescents” as a 
checklist while analyzing the texts. The first four groups of assets, Support, 
Empowerment, Boundaries and Expectations, and Constructive Use of Time, are 
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classified as External Assets (assets gained from their families and communities) and 
Commitment to Learning, Positive Values, Social Competencies, and Positive Identity 
are Internal Assets (those which must be developed within themselves). (“40 
Developmental Assets for Adolescents”) While there are plenty of positive asset 
examples in these texts, there are naturally many more negative examples as well, due to 
the nature of dystopian worlds. 
 
Support 
1. Family Support 
2. Positive Family Communication 
3. Other Adult Relationships 
4. Caring Neighborhood 
5. Caring School Climate 
6. Parent Involvement in Schooling (“40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents”) 
These six assets rate “a young person’s social bonds or connectedness with 
others” in their communities. (Benson, Scales, Hawkins, Oesterle, and Hill 8) There are 
more negative examples of these assets than positive, but they should be considered 
symptoms of their dystopian societies. The last three concerning neighborhoods and 
schools are especially problematic in these stories. 
Generally, schools are not positive places in dystopia, if they exist at all (neither 
Todd from TKoNLG nor Elder from AtU have access to formal education). The schools in 
THG and Matched are run by the governments and therefore only teach Capital or 
Society-approved information, and while Melody’s high school in Bumped seems 
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somewhat similar to contemporary American high schools, it still buys into the pro-teen 
reproduction agenda and caters to their pregnant students. 
Neighborhoods are not much better. There is usually not much care present – 
Katniss’ community, the Seam, is plagued by poverty and Prentisstown teems with anger 
and the promise of violence. If there is a pretense of care, it could either be the result of 
drugs (AtU) or the neighbors could be genuinely friendly, but the community itself exists 
under strict rules like Cassia’s neighborhood, where civil behavior is so regulated that 
disparaging a neighbor breaks the code of conduct. (Condie, Matched 21) 
There is more positivity when it comes to family and other adult relationships. 
Katniss is the only character to have bonds with adults outside of her family (particularly 
with her mentor Haymitch and stylist Cinna), but they are portrayed in the series as 
relationships vital to Katniss’ development: Haymitch’s guidance and gifts in the arena 
help Katniss survive the Games, while Cinna’s friendship and advice provides her with 
another ally in the dangerous world of the Capital. 
All five novels do feature strong family bonds: Cassia, Todd, Viola, and Amy all 
display love for their parents (foster fathers and mother, in Todd’s case), Melody and 
Harmony’s growing relationship drives Bumped’s plot, and Katniss’ love for her sister 
was what placed her in the Hunger Games. However, family members, along with other 
loved ones, can often become vulnerabilities for protagonists in this genre. Katniss and 
Cassia both acknowledge in their respective series that if they make too many mistakes, 
their family members will pay the price, either through exile (Cassia) or death (Katniss). 
Patricia Kennon states that vulnerability of homes and communities “to violence, 
destruction and abandonment in these novels suggests young people’s mixed anxieties 
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and desires about leaving home, and by extension, the strictures of adult rules,” which 
certainly applies to families as well. (Kennon) This makes sense, especially from the 
view of an adolescent who may be used to caring for their family. Throughout The 
Hunger Games, Katniss acts as the breadwinner for her family, so her leaving them puts 
them in a place of vulnerability – and readers in similar positions might be able to relate, 
even if they are leaving home to go to college rather than fighting for their lives. 
However, the high stakes surrounding the safety of their families and the decisions the 
protagonists are willing to make in order to protect them only reinforces the importance 
of those family ties. 
 
Empowerment 
1. Community Values Youth 
2. Youth as Resources 
3. Service to Others 
4. Safety (“40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents”) 
The lack of positive examples in this section is also not a surprise, due to the fact 
that dystopian societies are not known for encouraging empowerment among their 
citizens. Essentially, young adult dystopian fiction is about the process of adolescents 
gradually gaining empowerment, so it makes sense that such assets would not be 
immediately present. Safety is especially absent from this genre – Melody and Harmony 
do live in remarkably safe places but otherwise it either missing right from the beginning 
of the story or it fades as the plot progresses. However, a few of the protagonists featured 
here already had some sense of empowerment at the beginning of their stories. 
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The Everdeen sisters are an excellent example of not just how communities can 
value youth, but the different kinds of value they can hold. Katniss’ hunting brings in 
food for her family as well as the black market in District 12, so she provides a needed 
service appreciated by many in her community, but Prim is connected with their 
community on a more personal level due to her sweeter personality. As Katniss herself 
states, “People deal with me, but they are genuinely fond of Prim.” (Collins, The Hunger 
Games 38) 
Bumped does feature a subverted way society can value youth as a resource. It is 
clear from the text that young women are exploited for the use of their bodies, but the 
business-savvy among them (or their business-savvy parents and agents) can use their 
position as a needed resource in order to negotiate the best rewards. It is neither a wholly 
positive nor negative matter – the teens in question are providing needed children for 
their society in exchange for capital they may never gain on their own, but putting high 
prices on that service will only perpetuate the cycle of exploitation. 
 
Boundaries and Expectations 
1. Family Boundaries 
2. School Boundaries 
3. Neighborhood Boundaries 
4. Adult Role Models 
5. Positive Peer Influence 
6. High Expectations 
With this group, we can see certain assets taken to extremes. Neighborhood 
boundaries are especially strict, considering that most of these societies are monitoring 
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their citizens one way or another, which makes it easy to tell when someone is stretching 
or breaking those boundaries. High expectations are also pushed aggressively in some 
cases: both Elder and Katniss experience extreme levels of pressure in their roles as ship-
leader and revolution figurehead, respectively. Somehow, I doubt those circumstances 
were what the Search Institute had in mind when creating this list. 
Adult role models and positive peer influence are present in some of these stories, 
although not in the way most would suspect. Typically, when dystopian heroes and 
heroines have those factors in their lives, the model behavior and influence leans more 
towards revolution than being well-behaved. Haymitch and Cinna, Katniss’ previously 
mentioned mentors, are both involved in the underground rebellion against the Capital 
and they are both crucial to Katniss joining the same movement. Likewise, Cassia’s 
relationship with Ky acts as a catalyst for her own shift in politics and her beliefs 
regarding the Society. While a tendency towards revolution is not considered a 
completely acceptable trait in our society, it is another sign of the different requirements 
for surviving a dystopia. 
 
Constructive Use of Time 
1. Creative Activities 
2. Youth Programs 
3. Religious Community 
4. Time at Home (“40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents”) 
The worlds in these novels were not designed with this kind of constructive time 
use in mind. Only a few of these assets are present, and when they are, the motivation 
behind them is not always pure. It is hard to engage in things like youth programs and 
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time at home when you are on the run or working yourself to death for the state, I 
suppose. But to be fair to the Society, they do schedule in recreation hours and mandatory 
activities for their citizens – Cassia’s hiking group is where she deepens her relationship 
with Ky, after all. Creative activities can be found on the Godspeed, but the only people 
who can partake in them are the patients in the hospital’s mental ward. Overall, recreation 
and relaxation are not considered necessities. 
Religion is a different matter. There are plenty of examples in dystopian fiction 
where religion plays a sinister role – Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale comes to 
mind – but in Bumped, Harmony’s religious beliefs are both a source of comfort and 
conflict for her. She fled her community because she hated its restrictions and spends 
most of the novel wrestling with her doubts. She still believes in God, but finds the 
unquestioning fundamentalism she was raised in to be stifling. After a conversation with 
Zen, however, Harmony realizes her faith is not dependent on a willingness to believe 
blindly, but can guide her on a new path where she can worship God and learn from the 
Bible by asking questions and engaging with it intellectually. (McCafferty, Bumped 306) 
 
Commitment to Learning 
1. Achievement Motivation 
2. School Engagement 
3. Homework 
4. Bonding to School 
5. Reading for Pleasure (“40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents”) 
As implied in the Support section, education is neither safe nor a huge priority for 
the protagonists in this genre. One reason is that, to put it bluntly, they have more 
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important things to do, such as staying alive. However, another reason that actually 
explains this deficiency is the attitude most dystopian societies hold towards information 
access and free education. Restriction of information is common among societies in the 
genre, everything from massive conspiracies to revising history to suit whatever regime is 
in power. As an example, the previous Elders of the Godspeed rewrote history from a 
racist and pro-segregation viewpoint: Hitler is described as a “wise, cultured leader” and 
apparently Lincoln ended the Civil War by sending every black person back to Africa, 
even rewriting the Gettysburg Address to fit that story. (Revis, Across the Universe 172 
& 318-19) Once a student of that education realizes that the information they are learning 
is biased or untrue, they would naturally question the integrity of institutional learning 
overall. However, discovering the truth behind the lies is a common component of 
dystopian fiction, so commitment to learning is technically present in this genre, just not 
in the expected way. 
The kinds of knowledge dystopian characters learn tend not to be traditional 
school lessons, but rather life skills and information needed for victory or survival. Some 
of this information is taught by instructors, such as Cassia’s writing lessons or the 
preparation period before the Hunger Games when the tributes are coached in weaponry 
and survival skills, or is informally exchanged between characters. Typically, knowledge 
gained by characters in this genre is learned on one’s own and it usually involves learning 
secrets about those around them or those in authority. 
Both the restriction in education and the emphasis on self-learning in these stories 
are analogous to how young adults restricted from certain kinds of information may seek 
it out on their own. For example, students in middle and high schools that teach 
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abstinence-only sex education may resort to other sources for facts about protection and 
contraception, such as the Internet. The protagonists of dystopia are essentially 
proponents for free information access. 
 
Positive Values 
1. Caring 
2. Equality and Social Justice 
3. Integrity 
4. Honesty 
5. Responsibility 
6. Restraint (“40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents”) 
This is one of the asset groups most prominent in dystopia. Most of the values 
listed above often appear in this kind of fiction as ideal qualities for protagonists. Their 
main motivation is often love or caring for their families, their lovers, their communities, 
etc. A need for equality is another motivator, particularly for heroines such as Katniss 
who fight for freedom and equity in their respective worlds. 
Out of all these traits, integrity is the most important. Typically, in order to break 
free from dystopian regimes, protagonists have to stand up for their beliefs and question 
authority. According to Hintz, “dissent and agitation” are a form of honor in young adult 
dystopias, best exemplified by “combative questioning” of their rulers and eschewing 
“the easy path of political and social conformity.” (Hintz 255) In TKoNLG, Todd displays 
his integrity by refusing to commit murder, an act that would make him a man according 
to Prentisstown standards. When Todd claims, “I already am a man,” he creates his own 
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definition for adulthood according to his values. (Ness, The Knife of Never Letting Go 
454) 
Honesty and responsibility are also strongly present in this genre. Elder struggles 
with both during AtU, but at the story’s conclusion he takes responsibility for an earlier 
action and tells Amy the truth: he unplugged her from her cryogenic sleep. (Revis, Across 
the Universe 410) This revelation introduces tension into their fledgling relationship, but 
he acknowledges that it is better to be honest with her after his impulsive action 
endangered her life. (412) 
 
Social Competencies 
1. Planning and Decision Making 
2. Interpersonal Competence 
3. Cultural Competence 
4. Resistance Skills 
5. Peaceful Conflict Resolution (“40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents”) 
After the previous sections, two things are immediately apparent here: these 
protagonists are essentially required to develop resistance skills along with integrity, and 
the idea of peaceful conflict resolution in a dystopian context is futile almost to the point 
of hilarity. Not that most protagonists would mind being able to resolve issues peacefully, 
but while they may be able to do that on an interpersonal level, the average dystopian 
society does not allow for compromise, negotiation, or calm protest, which are key for 
resolving matters peacefully. Therefore, conflict resolution is near impossible in many of 
these stories without spilling some blood and toppling corrupt systems. Like Hintz writes, 
“adolescent heroes and heroines must take matters into their own hands.” (Hintz 260) 
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Bumped is the only novel out of the five featured (and maybe one of a few in the entire 
genre) that does allow for peaceful resolution. 
That said, the first three assets are worth discussing. Planning and decision 
making are crucial to driving plots forward – in more action-oriented stories, the 
decisions have to be made instantly without much thought, but storylines depend on 
decisions made by the protagonist, such as Katniss’ resolve to save Peeta along with 
herself, Cassia’s choice to follow Ky, and Harmony going on a date in her sister’s place. 
Cultural competency is another oft-seen skill: for example, Amy spends most of AtU 
baffled by the culture of Godspeed – their beliefs are radically different, their accents 
foreign to her ears, and their behavior is completely bizarre to her. Developing a better 
understanding of Godspeed’s people becomes a necessary skill in order to ease her 
transition into ship life and preserve her own safety. 
Interpersonal relations are a prominent factor in all of young adult fiction and this 
genre is no exception. It would be difficult to find a story in this market that does not 
feature a friendship or romantic relationship at its core. Young adult fiction as a whole 
focuses not just on the personal journeys of their protagonists but how they interact with 
and learn to understand other people. One scene from TKoNLG beautifully demonstrates 
a moment of understanding between two adolescents. For most of the story, Todd is 
frustrated by the silence of Viola’s thoughts. Without the constant broadcasting of 
thoughts like he hears from other men, he feels like he cannot understand her. But 
throughout the novel, he gradually develops his sense of empathy and after they discover 
how Todd’s mother died, he finally understands how Viola, an orphan herself, feels: 
I can read her Noise even tho she ain’t got none. 
I know who she is. 
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I know Viola Eade. 
[…] 
And I look at her sitting there and she looks across the river and we wait 
as the dawn fully arrives, each of us knowing. 
Each of us knowing the other. (Ness, The Knife of Never Letting Go 420) 
 
Positive Identity 
1. Personal Power 
2. Self-Esteem 
3. Sense of Purpose 
4. Positive View of Personal Future (“40 Developmental Assets for Adolescents”) 
The assets listed here seem like the ideal end goals for all adolescent protagonists. 
The search for fulfillment and happiness is a common theme that is found in virtually all 
young adult genres. According to a 2004 report released by the Search Institute, 
“successful young adults are satisfied with the path their lives are on (or they are able to 
do something about changing or improving that path)” (Benson, Scales, Hawkins, 
Oesterle, and Hill 7). When applying that definition of success to these characters, it 
shows that they are on their way, although most of them will likely require a little more 
struggle and death first. Even by the end of the first books in their series, the teens 
featured here all are, if not entirely happy, showing signs of personal growth that could 
lead to a peaceful adult life. 
By far, the prominent assets they develop are a sense of their own power and 
purpose in life. Todd and Viola have matured from their experiences on the run, Cassia is 
more self-aware and questioning, Elder and Amy are preparing for a new way of life, and 
Melody and Harmony now know what they want to do – and more importantly, what they 
do not want. Katniss, already emboldened with some power at the beginning of her story, 
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is growing more as an independent person and prospective heroine, something which has 
struck a chord with young readers. A seventh grader interviewed by Rhor says, “I like 
how Katniss is on her own. She didn't need anyone else to survive. Being independent is 
very important" (Rhor). Eighteen year old Amy Durant stated: 
At this age, a lot of things seem like the end of world. There's so much we 
don't know, but we want to make good decisions. I like the idea that young 
kids can pull out strength in times of trouble. It shows that we don't have 
to depend on other people. We can depend on ourselves and find strength 
when the world is ending. (Rhor) 
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Conclusion 
If there is just one conclusion to be drawn from this analysis, it is that young adult 
dystopian fiction can display how the processes of coping with an often frightening world 
and coping with one’s own growth can easily overlap. After all, a great amount of self-
reflection and critical thinking is necessary for a person to fully understand and develop a 
strong stance on issues concerning the world, whether it is war, curtailing civil rights, or 
restricting the choices women may make about their bodies. Young adult fiction can be a 
gentle and even entertaining introduction into that process for young readers. Allow me 
to present a hypothetical scenario to illustrate my point. 
Fifteen year old Madison has been hearing about The Hunger Games series from 
her friends and decides that she wants to read it herself. She quickly becomes a fan of the 
series but certain parts of the story haunt her. Madison can see the parallels between the 
Games and reality TV just fine – “I’m not stupid,” she would probably say to herself 
were she real – but the evolving storyline about the revolution and war in Panem is 
leaving her with mixed feelings. She understands that Katniss and many of the characters 
are going to war because it is their only option to make Panem a safe place for everyone. 
She even thinks she would do the same. But then the characters she thinks of as good 
start making morally questionable decisions all in the name of winning the war against 
the Capital, including an attack that kills a lot of innocent people. Now Madison is 
wrestling with her feelings on these subjects, especially since some aspects of THG 
remind her of past and current military conflicts she hears about in school and when her 
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parents watch the news. In order to process how she feels about the story, she has to 
process how she feels about the same issues in real life. Whatever stance she ends up 
with after all that processing, she will then at least have a foundation to stand on when 
she has to approach that subject again. 
Now to provide an example of the actual debate surrounding young adult fiction’s 
effects on development and understanding the world, I will tell the tale of the #YAsaves 
hash tag. Meghan Cox Gurdon wrote an opinion piece for the Wall Street Journal in June 
2011 criticizing the young adult market for the proliferation of dark and heavy themes in 
its literature. Gurdon’s stance is that young readers’ book selections should be more 
strongly monitored and that dark content could twist adolescent development: as she puts 
it, “It has to do with a child's happiness, moral development and tenderness of heart. 
Entertainment does not merely gratify taste, after all, but creates it” (Gurdon). Her article 
inspired many defenses of young adult fiction from authors and readers alike, as well as 
the Twitter hash tag #YAsaves created by author Maureen Johnson for others to share 
their positive experiences with young adult fiction. 
One of the best responses to Gurdon’s piece, and one that exemplifies the 
argument that young adult literature can be helpful for readers as a form of coping, was 
written by author Sherman Alexie, whom Gurdon cited in her article for the purpose of 
arguing against his statement that young adult fiction is not the darkest form of 
entertainment available for children. (Gurdon) Alexie’s response, titled “Why the Best 
Kids Books Are Written in Blood”, addresses the flaws in Gurdon’s argument – namely, 
the assumption that restricting young adult reading material will protect youth from 
darkness in the world – while relating stories from Alexie’s readers as well as his own 
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past. His statements about the “would-be” saviors from his own youth are enough 
condemnation for Gurdon’s camp: 
In those days, the cultural conservatives thought that KISS and Black 
Sabbath were going to impede my moral development. They wanted to 
protect me from sex when I had already been raped. They wanted to 
protect me from evil though a future serial killer had already abused me. 
They wanted me to profess my love for God without considering that I 
was the child and grandchild of men and women who’d been sexually and 
physically abused by generations of clergy. (Alexie) 
 
When Alexie writes for young adults, his intentions are not to protect them, but 
rather provide them with tools to help them: “I don’t write to protect them. It’s far too 
late for that. I write to give them weapons–in the form of words and ideas-that will help 
them fight their monsters.” (Alexie) The idea of young adult literature as a guide for 
navigating life and development was also reflected in many of the Twitter responses 
posted with the #YAsaves tag. The Wall Street Journal collected over sixty #YAsaves 
tweets deemed to be the “best”, and among that number include statements like: 
YA novels helped me realize that it's OK to be myself, and if people won't 
accept me for who I am, that's their loss. #yasaves @wsj 
Watching girls like me fight monsters of all kinds gave me strength to 
fight my own. #YAsaves 
YA was a safe haven when I realized the world was HUGE and I didn't 
have a clue as to how it worked or how I could work in it.#YAsaves @wsj 
YA showed me worlds I had no access to as a rural poor kid in an insular, 
conservative area, and opened my mind and heart.#YAsaves 
YA taught me to accept people; broken, beaten, angry, shy, gay, straight, 
happy, depressed. And it taught me to accept /myself/.#YAsaves 
YA made me aware that Life is full of things that aren't happily ever after, 
and that you can still make it just fine. #YAsaves @wsj (“Storify”) 
 
The mixture of personal and social empowerment readers experienced with the 
aid of fiction coincides with a statement made by Carrie Hintz in her article about young 
adult dystopias: the conflation between the political and the personal in these stories “is 
meant to help adolescent readers cope with difficult political and social ideas within a 
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context they can understand: their own narrative of development.” (Hintz 263) 
Essentially, young adult fiction can assist teens in understanding the chaos present in both 
the outside world and in themselves as they grow and transform into adults who can not 
only handle the difficult problems of their world, but might also be able to solve them.  
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Appendix 
Data Collection Form 
Novel Evaluation 
Citation: 
Synopsis: 
Politics 
What would best describe the type of government in place? (i.e. dictatorship, monarchy, 
oligarchy, plutocracy, etc. Be as specific as possible.) 
 
Blank bullet points are for listing page numbers/chapters of the text containing examples 
of these dystopian traits. 
 Censorship 
o  
 Lack of civil liberties 
o  
 Closed society 
o  
 Isolation from other nations 
o  
 Government-controlled media (including propaganda) 
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o  
 Government interference in lives of citizens 
o  
 Citizens fear the government and forces associated with them 
o  
 Punishment of criminals/opponents of government 
o  
o Public punishment (blatant dystopia) 
o  
o Private punishment (dystopia masquerading as utopia) 
o  
 Military used as police force 
o  
o Secret police 
o  
 
Notes: 
Society 
What social issues are discussed in this text? 
 Racism 
o  
 Sexism 
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o  
o Reproductive rights 
o  
 Homophobia 
o  
 Xenophobia 
o  
 Classism 
o  
 Ableism 
o  
 Other 
o  
What social and cultural institutions are present? 
 Marriage 
o  
 Family 
o  
o Childbirth 
o  
o Adoption 
o  
 Rites of passage 
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o  
 Education 
o  
 Rituals and ceremonies 
o  
o Birth 
o  
o Death 
o  
 Other 
o  
Notes: 
Religion 
What role, if any, does religion play in this world? 
How powerful is the religion in question? 
How do the characters feel about religion? 
Notes: 
Catastrophe 
If there is a disaster, is it natural or the fault of humans? 
How was it created? 
What was the result? 
Notes: 
 
